
About CODIX 

CODIX is the software company which developed iMX – the event-driven enterprise 
management system. Its innovative blend of technologies optimizes the rapid implementation of tools 

customized to meet the requirements of each client, making it the leading software in several industries.  

 

CODIX has become the leading software provider for many industries: Commercial Finance, Factoring, Asset-

Based Lending and Trade Finance, Debt Collection, Consumer Finance, thanks to a few simple but strong 

values:  

- A founders- owned business allowing long-term investments with no pressure for short-term revenue  

- A strong and dedicated relationship with our Clients  

- A taste for expertise, excellence and common sense  

 
CODIX ensures a worldwide coverage both for implementation and support, thanks to its subsidiaries, fully 

owned by CODIX, present on 4 continents, its staff of 580 professionals. 

CODIX delivers turnkey fixed price/fixed time projects, customizing its iMX solution to ensure complete and 

total coverage of the Customer needs. 

We work in close collaboration with our Fintech Clients, well-established financial institutions, as well as with 

cutting-edge providers of complementary services like OSMO, Atradius, Euler Hermes, Risk Factor, COFACE, 

Dun & Bradstreet and many more.  

 

Our unique goal is to always be ahead of the curve, to include features in iMX before our Clients need them, and 

to provide a software solution which eases and secures daily operations in the various functional domains 

covered by iMX.  

 
 
The CODIX’ iMX solution 
Multi-lingual, multi-currency, multi-country, iMX is the global, powerful and flexible IT solution for small and 

large commercial/corporate/trade finance businesses providing cutting edge working capital solutions to their 

customers.  

iMX Expert System automates extensively even the most complex business processes, sending only added value 

tasks to the users' task lists. iMX also includes a web based front-end for clients, front offices and external 

partners, while offering all possible productivity tools to the back-end users, natively integrated: email, SMS, 

imaging, call center, decisional environment. 

 

CODIX delivers the iMX solution as one complete and integrated system: 

     ▪  from business and functional points of view 

     ▪  from tools and technical integration side 

     ▪  full implementation services included and after Go-Live support 

 

A truly international system 

     ▪  iMX supports of all needed standard interfaces and local regulations  

     ▪ iMX is used 40 countries around the globe, in 24 languages 

 

iMX ensures the complete functional coverage of all products under the Commercial Finance umbrella:  

     ▪  Factoring (recourse, non recourse, confidential, bulk, shadow ledgering) 

     ▪  Invoice Discounting 

    ▪  Asset Based Lending 

     ▪  Supply Chain Finance 

     ▪  Leasing 

with many options such as syndication/funding partners, advanced debt collection, white labelling, etc.  
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